Background {#Sec1}
==========

Motif finding has been a long-standing problem in DNA sequence analysis where numerous tools have been developed to identify cis-regulatory elements and to unravel mechanisms of gene expression regulation \[[@CR1]\]. Those conventional algorithms were designed to identify statistically significantly overrepresented sequence patterns based on two major resources: (1) the promoter regions of co-expressed genes, which are normally over 1000 nt long; (2) targeted binding regions (less than 300 nt in length) of the known transcription factor (TF), which typically captured by sequencing technology such as Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (ChIP-Seq) \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Up to now, similar discovery of regulatory binding sites has been dramatically revolutionized by recent emergence of other new technologies. For example, RNA Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (RIP-Seq) is designed to explore the protein binding sites on RNA; Photoactivatable Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and Immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP) reveals binding sites of proteins, e.g., Human Argonaute (AGO) proteins, on messenger RNAs (mRNAs) \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]; and the crosslinking, ligation, and sequencing of hybrids (CLASH) method is designed to capture microRNA (miRNA)-mRNA interactions \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. To investigate the (post-)transcriptional regulation from different mechanistic perspectives, each of those sequencing analyses has warranted the revisit of motif finding that remains to be challenging due to the intensive computation and high-order of complexity on pattern search, as well as some new difficulties. For instance, different regulatory mechanisms imply different types of motifs. The TF-binding DNA motif is usually longer than 10 bps according to the annotated TF binding motifs from ENCODE project \[[@CR9]\] and JASPAR database \[[@CR10]\]. On the other hands, the binding sites in protein-RNA interaction can be as short as 3-5 bps \[[@CR11]--[@CR13]\], e.g., AGO protein binds to a mature miRNA sequence within less than 4pb long sites, typically at position 8--11 of miRNA \[[@CR11]\]. Furthermore, miRNA-mRNA interaction sites in human can be discontinuous, showing separate complementary regions \[[@CR8], [@CR14]\]. Given such differences, some conventional motif finding methods (such as MEME and COSMO \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]) may not be appropriate since they were not originally designed to detect short and discontinuous motifs based on possibly large sets of short RNA sequences such as miRNAs and mRNA fragments.

Very recently, exosome-mediated intercellular communication has drawn substantially increased research attention. As important mediators, exosomes transfer various types of cargos from donor cells to recipient cells, including miRNAs, truncated mRNAs, and other non-coding RNAs \[[@CR17]--[@CR22]\]. Accumulating evidence has shown the association between exosome-delivered miRNAs and developments of complex diseases such as obesity \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\] and cancers \[[@CR25]--[@CR29]\]. Despite the rapidly growing knowledge on exosomal RNAs' function in acceptor cell, the process of packaging RNAs into exosomes is still largely unknown. Ohshimaa et al. found that let-7, a miRNA family with relatively high abundance in six types of cancer cell, is only detectable in extracellular exosomes of gastric cancer cell (AZ-P7a) but not others \[[@CR30]\], which indicates cell-specific packaging mechanisms may favor some RNAs against the others. Similar observations confirmed that the content of RNA cargos in exosome is not random and the RNA loading process is highly selective \[[@CR31]--[@CR36]\]. To investigate signals that possibly guide miRNA loading, many studies have attempted to identify sequence motifs among exosomal miRNAs using de novo motif finding approaches \[[@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR37]\]. For example, Villarroya-Beltri et al. predicted two motifs that might be associated with the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2B1 (hnRNPA2B1)-mediated miRNA loading \[[@CR12]\] based on 30 exosomal miRNAs using COSMO \[[@CR16]\]. Similarly, Cha et al. found three distinct 10 bp-long motifs when using MEME \[[@CR15]\] on exosomal miRNAs from three batches of colon cancer cells, where each motif is present only in less than 50% of the sequences \[[@CR37]\]. Santangelo et al. detected one 6 bp-long motif pattern, \[GAU\]\[GUA\]\[GAU\]\[CAG\]\[UA\]\[GC\], using Improbizer \[[@CR38]\] on 103 exosomal miRNA sequences in murine hepatocyte 3A cells, however only GGCU is validated through cell transfection experiment \[[@CR13]\].

More similar exosomal RNA analyses started to reveal common problems using existing motif finding methods as they tend to identify less-explicit motif patterns and overlook the possible short motifs among short sequence source (miRNAs: \~ 22 bps; partial mRNAs: \~ 100 bps). Since the number of input sequences is very limited, e.g., often less than one hundred exosomal RNAs reported in one cellular source, it may not be sufficient for EM-based methods to optimize the model and detect the best motifs through parameter tuning. On the other hands, many tools (e.g., BEEML-PBM \[[@CR39]\], RAP \[[@CR40]\], Inimotif \[[@CR41]\] and AutoSeed \[[@CR42]\]) were developed specifically for short motif prediction on protein binding microarray and (HT-)SELEX data. Since these data normally contain a large number of short sequences (over 100,000 sequence in length of 20 bp \~ 60 bp), there is an advantage of using purified sufficient input information (short and abundant). Usually these tools utilize 8-mers as seed to search for highly repetitive short motifs among the input sequences. Moreover, requirement of high-quality negative data by some tools, e.g., DREME \[[@CR43]\], a modified version of MEME, could also be problematic. Due to our incomplete understanding of the heterogeneity of exosomal content \[[@CR44]\] and the technical limits of detection \[[@CR45]\], it is impractical to define a quality negative exosomal miRNA set. The significance evaluation solely depending on one positive dataset by DREME and MEME could lead to high-level false motif prediction. In addition, a few graph-based motif finding methods, such as MotifCut \[[@CR46]\] and MotifClick \[[@CR47]\], attempted to group similar *k*-mers to form meaningful motifs utilizing graph-based algorithms (e.g., to find the maximum-density subgraph and merge the maximum cliques). However, they usually overlook the significance evaluation of *k*-mers in order to optimize the computational process.

In this study, we propose a new method for [M]{.ul}otif [D]{.ul}iscovery based on [S]{.ul}hort Nucleotide [S]{.ul}equences (MDS^2^) to overcome the aforementioned challenges. MDS^2^ is designed to conduct an unbiased search for statistically significant short motif candidates of any length among given sequences. Meanwhile, MDS^2^ optimizes the final motif pattern by balancing the sequence coverage and false detection.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Data acquisition {#Sec3}
----------------

In this work, nucleotide sequences were collected from various well-established public databases and literature (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). For example, a total of 1891 unique extracellular miRNAs were collected from 35 types of human and mouse cell lines and 9 types of body fluids \[[@CR48]--[@CR50]\]. An independent set of 133 literature-reported exosomal miRNAs \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\] are included for validation. In addition to miRNAs, other types of small RNA were collected from recently-released sequencing data, including 1064 mRNA binding sites of hsa-miR-92a-3p from CLASH data \[[@CR51]\] and 545 AGO2 binding sites on mRNAs from PAR-CLIP data \[[@CR52]\].Table 1Detailed statistics of the datasets in this studyCategoryContentSourceNumber of cell linesNumber of unique sequencesReferenceExtracellular miRNAsSequences of annotated extracellular miRNAs from multiple cell lines of human and mouse^a^ExoCarta221392\[[@CR48]\]EVpedia21663\[[@CR49]\]Vesiclepedia19833\[[@CR50]\]Villarroya-Beltri et al.130\[[@CR12]\]Santangelo et al.1103\[[@CR13]\]miRNA-mRNA binding sites detected by CLASHSequences of hsa-miR-92a-3p binding sits on the target mRNAsCLASH11064\[[@CR8]\]AGO2-mRNA binding sites detected by PAR-CLIPSequences of AGO2 binding sites on mRNAsErhard et al.1545\[[@CR52]\]^a^Note that extracellular miRNA databases have overlapped entries, which results in a total of 1891 unique miRNAs

Construction of a di-mer graph representing input sequences {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

For each group of RNA sequences, a directed di-mer graph was built to represent all given sequences. Each node represents a di-nucleotide and each directed edge connects two overlapping di-nucleotides. Therefore, a sequence, e.g., UUAAGA, will be represented by a path connecting all consecutive nodes, (UU)➔(UA)➔(AA)➔(AG)➔(GA). Each node or edge has its coverage information, including the count and the index of sequences that contain the corresponding node or edge. To narrow down the search for possible motifs, edges were removed from the graph if the coverage is less than 10% of the input sequences.

Here, a sampling process was performed to generate two sets of background sequences that facilitate the significance evaluation of each di-mer and future *k*-mer (*k* ≥ 3). One control is generated with randomly selected sequences from reference genome or RefSeq depending on the type of input nucleotide sequence (DNA or RNA), and the other contains all annotated miRNA sequences in the corresponding species (when miRNA sequences used as the input data). The procedures are summarized as follows.

Given an input size *s*, a new set of *s* sequences will be randomly generated by slicing fragments with matched length of each input sequence, from randomly selected RefSeq sequence or genome region (and miRNA sequences if applicable). The sampled sequences were then randomly shuffled. This sampling process was repeated for 10^6^ times to generate 10^6^ individual sampled control sets (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, for each di-mer, the background coverages are calculated in every sampled set, represented by a vector *C*~*set*~ = {*C*^*1*^~*set*~, *C*^*2*^~*set*~, ..., *C*^*10\^6*^~*set*~}. The statistical significance was evaluated by comparing input coverage *C*~*input*~ to the background *C*~*bg*~ and the raw *p*-value was computed by positioning *C*~*input*~ on the background distribution *C*~*set*~. The raw *p*-value was calculated for each di-mer as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ p- value=\frac{n_{\left({C}_{set}\ge {C}_{input}\right)}}{N_{total\kern0.34em sampled\kern0.34em sets}} $$\end{document}$$where the denominator denotes the total number of equal-size sampled datasets (*N*), which is 10^6^ in this study; and the numerator represents the number of sampled dataset (*n*) that has a higher coverage (C~set~) of the corresponding *k*-mer than the coverage in the input dataset, *C*~*input*~.Fig. 1Sampling and significance evaluation on*k*-mers

Based on the large-scale sampling, we were able to estimate the background distribution of a certain di-mer's coverage in the similar datasets (with the same sequence length and counts) as the input data. Thus, if the coverage of the di-mer in the input data lies in the top 5% on the background distribution, we can conclude the di-mer is significantly overpresented in the input data. The Bonferroni multiple test correction was applied to all raw *p*-values based on the number of di-mers assessed. Then, the di-mers with an adjusted *p*-value less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. For miRNA tasks, the *p*-value from RNA background was the primary indicator on the significance evaluation while the miRNA background *p*-value was only used as an additional reference.

Subsequently, *k*-mers (*k* ≥ 3) can be obtained by searching for possible connecting paths. For example, the 3-mers were selected by finding all 3-node-paths in the di-mer graph. Moreover, since the edge index contains the input sequence ids, the index intersections of any two edges was obtained to decide the coverage of corresponding 3-nodes-paths. If the coverage of a 3-mer is less than 10% of total sequences, the 3-mer was filtered out. The adjusted *p*-value of each k-mer was calculated following the aforementioned procedure (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Only k-mers that present more than 10% of input sequences and with statistical significance (adjusted *p*-value \< 0.05) were maintained for further analysis. Since underrepresented edges have been removed when the di-mer graph was built, the computational time of current search for longer fragments was reasonably controlled.

Motif detection {#Sec5}
---------------

Next, a similarity graph (undirected and unweighted) was constructed (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) by connecting any two significant *k*-mers when they share at least (*k*-2) conserved positions, e.g., (AACG and AATT) and (ACGT and ATGG). A Motif Recognition Algorithm (MRA) was designed and implemented to identify motif patterns after merging similar *k*-mers in the similarity graph (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Following the principles of the backpack problem, MRA performs the search for subsets of *k*-mers that compose optimal motifs with the highest efficacy (coverage) and different levels of explicitness (information content (IC)). It includes two sub functions: *Update_Range* and *Search*. The *Update_Range* function defines an initial range of IC and invokes the *Search* function to select a subset of *k*-mers that composes a candidate motif with highest coverage for each updated IC range. Here, IC calculation is based on Relative Entropy \[[@CR53]\], as described in (2):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ IC(M)=\sum \limits_{k=1}^K\sum \limits_{i=1}^4P\left({z}_{ik}\right)\log \left(\frac{P\left({z}_{ik}\right)}{0.25}\right) $$\end{document}$$where *M* denotes a candidate motif produced by a set of *k*-mers; *Z* is the set of four nucleotides {A, U, C, G}; P(*z*~*ik*~) is the occurrence probability of a nucleotide *z*~*i*~ on the position *k* of the selected k-mer. The denominator 0.25 represents the random probability of a nucleotide occurring on a position. Thus, the relative entropy indicates a candidate's information gain with respect to a random pattern with the same length.Fig. 2**a** Schematic workflow for motif detection based on a *k*-mer graph. **b** Description of the MRA (Motif Recognition Algorithm)

Theoretically, the initial range of IC, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {range}_{IC_K} $$\end{document}$, should be \[0*k*, 0.61*k*\], where the extrema represent \-- the worst and best explicitness \-- motifs with random nucleotides on each position (IC = 0) and motifs with conserved nucleotides on each position (IC = 0.61 k), respectively. However, we increased the lower bound to 0.125*k* (a cutoff extracted based on our heuristic analysis of the IC distribution for all collected *k*-mers) in order to reduce the computation load. Interactively, MRA changes the range of IC according to each newly-identified motif and ensure all possible candidate motifs can be assessed. Similar to *k*-mer detection, the significance evaluation was performed by comparing the coverages of the candidate motif in the input dataset and the background dataset. While the raw *p*-value of the motif candidate was calculated as described in (1), a filtering process was applied to exclude insignificant ones based on Bonferroni multiple test correction (adjusted *p*-value \< 0.05).

Furthermore, to avoid high redundancy among motifs, motif similarities were evaluated. Here, TOMTOM \[[@CR54]\] was utilized to find the optimal alignment between two motifs. The similarity is calculated by averaging the linear Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC) \[[@CR55]\] of each position between two aligned position weight matrices (PWMs) according to the optimal offset:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Where *X* and *Y* denote the same column in two aligned position weight matrices (PWMs) of motifs, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \overline{Y} $$\end{document}$are the mean values of each column. *Z* is a set of four nucleotides, {A, U, C, G}.

A weighted motif-similarity graph was therefore constructed and Louvain community detection method \[[@CR56]\] in the igraph-python package \[[@CR57]\] was applied for community detection among motif candidates. For each motif cluster, the candidate with the highest coverage (or most significant adjusted *p*-value if coverages are tied) was reported as the final motif pattern.

Detection of co-occurring motifs {#Sec6}
--------------------------------

In case one motif may include two separate complementary regions, we designed a post-analysis to evaluate the co-occurrence of two discontinuous short motifs. The statistical significance of motif *X* and *Y* co-occur on *j* sequences can be calculated as follows \[[@CR58]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ p- value=\sum \limits_{m\in \left\{j,j+1,\dots, N\right\}}{p}_m $$\end{document}$$where N denotes the total number of sequences in the input dataset; N~X~ and N~Y~ are the respective coverages of motif *X* and *Y*. In the Eq. 5, the *p*-value of two motifs co-occurring on *j* sequences is the sum of probabilities that two motifs co-occurring on more than *J* sequences. After the Bonferroni multiple test correction, when the adjusted *p*-value of two co-occurring motifs less than 0.05, it shows the observation of co-occurring motifs on *j* sequences is statistically significant. Meanwhile, for all possible co-occurring pairs, statistical significance was also assessed by adjusted *p*-values though random sampling. In addition, the Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) \[[@CR59]\] was obtained to measure how frequently two motifs present at the same time.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cell culture, transfection, and RT- qPCR {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------

An internal transfection experiment was performed to validate the predicted motif in SW620 cell. The protocol was as follows: 0.25 × 10^6^ human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell (SW620, American Type Culture Collection CCL-227) were grown in the Leibovitz's L-15 medium supplemented with 10% FBS (Corning) and Penicillin-Streptomycin (ThermoFisher) for 24 h. Then the cells were washed Leibovitz's L-15 medium supplemented with 10% Exosome-depleted FBS Media Supplement Heat Inactivated (SBI) and culture for total 48 h. 3  mL medium was collected every 24 h and stored at 4C°. At 48 h, the cells were washed with PBS and the miRNA was extracted by miRNeasy mini kit (Qiagen).

The exosomes were extracted using ExoQuick-TC (SBI). Cell culture medium with exosome-depleted FBS was collected for every 24 h. After removing the cell debris by centrifuge at 3000×g for 15 min, ExioQuick-TC were added into the medium with a 5:1 ratio and keep at 4C° for overnight. Next day, we centrifuged the mixture at 1500×g for 30 min at 4C° and re-suspended the pallet with 50 μL PBS with Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Set I (Millipore). mirVana mimic and customized mirVana mimic were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Then all mimics were transfected into SW620 with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Life Technologies).

Intracellular and exosomal total RNA (5 ng) was reverse transcribed with the Universal cDNA Synthesis Kit II (Exiqon) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Diluted (1:40) cDNA samples were used for qPCR in a total volume of 10 μL using the ExiLENT SYBR® Green master mix and miRNA-specific primers (Exiqon). Relative amounts of intracellular and exosomal miRNAs were obtained using the 2^−ΔΔCt^ method. The UniSp6 RNA was used as the spike-in control and the small RNA U6 and SNORD44 were used for normalization of miRNA relative quantities in both cellular and exosomal preparations. RT-qPCR was performed with CFX Connect (Bio-Rad).

Performance comparison {#Sec8}
----------------------

Using two exosomal miRNA datasets from Villarroya-Beltri et al. \[[@CR12]\] and Santangelo et al. \[[@CR13]\], a performance comparison was conducted on motif prediction among MDS^2^ and other methods, including MEME \[[@CR15]\], DREME \[[@CR43]\], COSMO \[[@CR16]\], Improbizer \[[@CR38]\], MERCI \[[@CR60]\], DMINDA 2.0 \[[@CR61]\] and MotifClick \[[@CR47]\]. The experiment settings for each tool are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Parameter settings for performance comparison among eight motif finding methodsMotif finding toolsMotif search size rangeE-value or *p*-value thresholdBackground modelReferenceMDS^2^k ≥ 20.05Large-scale samplingMEME2 ≤ k ≤ 500.050-order Markov Model\[[@CR15]\]DREME--0.05K di-nucleotide shuffled input sequences\[[@CR43]\]COSMO2 ≤ k ≤ 8--0-order Markov Model\[[@CR16]\]Improbizer3 ≤ k ≤ 20--0-order Markov Model\[[@CR38]\]MERCI--0.05K di-nucleotide shuffled input sequences\[[@CR60]\]DMINDA 2.0k ≥ 60.05--\[[@CR61]\]MotifClickk ≥ 4----\[[@CR47]\]

Results {#Sec9}
=======

The schematic flowchart in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} showcases the computational procedure of the proposed method. This pipeline includes three major steps: 1) initialization that converts the input sequences to a di-mer graph; 2) motif candidate detection that firstly searches for significant *k*-mers on the initial di-mer graph and then identify possible motif candidates based the *k*-mer similarity graph; 3) motif summarization that performs graph clustering to find the most representative candidate as the final motif.Fig. 3Schematic flowchart of proposed method on motif detection

Motifs responsible for loading exosomal miRNAs {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the use and performance of the proposed method, we first re-analyzed the literature-reported exosomal miRNAs, e.g., 30 human miRNA sequences associated with loading protein hnRNPA2B1 in peripheral blood mononuclear cell \[[@CR12]\] (Material and Methods). By using MDS^2^ seven motifs (3-5 bp long) were predicted (the full prediction result is shown in Figure S1, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) where 3 motifs (two 3-mer motifs and one 4-mer motif) achieved the full coverage among given sequences. In another data including 103 mouse miRNA sequences from murine hepatocyte 3A cell \[[@CR13]\], MDS^2^ identified 5 motifs (two 3-mer motifs and three 4-mer motifs are shown in Figure S2, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) with the coverage from 70.9% to 98.1%.

First, we compared the predicted motifs by MDS^2^ with the experimental validated ones from the original studies and summarized the results in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Through multiple sequence alignment and motif finding using COSMO \[[@CR16]\], Villarroya-Beltri et al. predicted two motifs associated with hnRNPA2B1 loading (Column 2) and successfully validated a 4-mer, GGAG, on regulating the expressions of two test miRNAs (miR-17 and miR-601) in exosomes. Using the same data, MDS^2^ predicted three motifs (shown in Figure S1, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), among which the top-ranked motif \[AGU\]G\[AG\]G (adjusted *p*-values: 5.6E-06 (RNA) and 3.7E-05 (miRNA)) covers the above validated GGAG (adjusted *p*-value: 5.8E-07 (RNA) and 5.4E-06 (miRNA)). This top-ranked motif is not only appearing in all input exosomal miRNA sequences, but also has a high IC that 50% of positions are conserved. Moreover, MDS^2^ also successfully identified a 3-mer motif \[AUG\]G\[GA\] (adjusted *p*-value: 1.3E-04 (RNA) and 2.6E-04 (miRNA)) that contains another RNA-binding motif of hnRNPA2B1, AGG (adjusted *p*-value: 4.5E-06 (RNA) and 1.0E-05 (miRNA)), that is recently reported through a study of the crystal structure of protein-RNA complex \[[@CR62]\]. In the case of murine hepatocyte 3A cell (Column 3 in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), Santangelo et al. found that a 4-mer motif, GGCU, is responsible for loading intercellular miRNAs into exosome \[[@CR13]\] through motif analysis using Improbizer \[[@CR38]\]. Similar to the pervious results, the top-rank prediction from MDS^2^ \[AG\]G\[ACU\]\[UG\] (adjusted *p*-value: 9.8E-06 (RNA) and 1.2E-03 (miRNA)), covers the validated motif GGCU (adjusted *p*-value: 7.9E-06 (RNA) and 5.9E-04 (miRNA)) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Prediction validation using reported motifs of exosomal miRNA in literature

Performance comparison with other motif finding methods on exosomal miRNAs {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using these two validated datasets, we conducted a performance comparison on motif prediction with other methods. The parameter setting for each method shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and the prediction results are shown in the Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} (only includes the top-ranked predicted motif of each tool).Fig. 5Performance comparisons on exosomal miRNA motif prediction

It is highly encouraging that MDS^2^ can successfully identify real exosomal motifs and report them as the top-ranked prediction (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, predicted motifs from MDS^2^ usually possess higher coverage and IC than other tools. In contrast, other existing tools tend to predict motifs that are more general and have more complex composition. For example, the COSMO-predicted motifs had no conserved position and produced low IC. Although some motifs from COSMO, Improbizer and MERCI can cover 100% of input sequences, the patterns contain too many variations that failed to provide any useful information for the further experiment validation. In addition, after conducting the same analysis (search motif from 3 bp to 50 bp) using MEME \[[@CR15]\], we found MEME predicted a 10-bp and 8-bp long motifs for two datasets (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which are impractically long for the exosomal miRNA. In both datasets, DREME failed to detect any motifs. The graph-based approach, MotifClick, predicted two 4-mers as the final motifs, which obviously lack representativeness since only about 20% of input sequences contain the predicted motifs.

Overall, we demonstrated that MDS^2^ is efficient to detect motifs with a balanced coverage and explicitness, suitable for the motif detection among short sequences. Especially, MDS^2^ provides very reliable motif prediction when the negative information is limited, which benefits from the unbiased *k*-mer evaluation based on the large-scale sampling.

Assessment of motif detection sensitivity in different input sets {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

It is notable that exosomal content reported by different studies could be heterogeneous, even on the same cell type, which is partially caused by the technical variations across different detection methodologies. Here we assess the robustness of MDS^2^ using two different datasets on human colon cancer cell (SW620). By re-analyzed the expression profiles of exosomal miRNAs in SW620 \[[@CR30]\] (GEO accession number: GSE21350), we detect 112 miRNAs that have consistent expressions in all cell samples and exosome samples, respectively, (Table S1, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) in contrast to the 39 exosomal miRNAs reported in EVpedia database.

MDS^2^ predicted a total of eight motifs on two datasets (Figures S3 and S4, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To assess the consistency between two predictions, we mixed all predicted motifs, calculated the similarity, and applied motif clustering. We found those motifs fell into two clusters (Fig. [6b](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the motifs from two SW620 datasets were congregated into the same group, which is distinct from the motifs reported in Villarroya-Beltri et al. study. This observation indicates the predicted motifs from two datasets under SW620 are highly similar.Fig. 6Predicted motifs of exosomal miRNA in SW620 cell using MDS^2^. **a** The predicted motifs from two datasets (K = 3, 4). **b** Motif clustering among the predicted motifs from two datasets (K = 3, 4)

Moreover, to test if MDS^2^-predicted motifs are truly responsible for exosomal miRNA loading in SW620 cell, we focused on the significant 4-mer motif, \[CGU\]\[UA\]\[GU\]G, (coverage: 86%, adjusted *p*-values: 1.7E-07 (RNA) and 7.2E-02 (miRNA)) from our top-ranked prediction to validate experimentally. To ensure a successful validation, we decided to choose a miRNA that has detectable expressions in both SW620 cell and its exosomes so that we can assess the motif effect on exosomal miRNA loading by examining the abundance change through transfection analysis. MiR-582-5p is therefore selected and the associated 4-mer in the sequence is GUUG. Note that GUUC alone has a coverage of 14 out of 112 in the original dataset (adjusted *p*-values: 7.2E-03 (RNA) and 2.4E-02 (miRNA)). Both wildtype sequence and mutated sequence (without GUUG) were transfected into SW620 cell at three difference levels of concentration: 6, 3 and 1.5 (10^− 2^ pmole/μL). The cellular and exosomal expressions of both sequences were assessed using RT-qPCR. In Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, it is clear that across three concentration levels, the Exo/Cell ratio of miR-582-5p is significantly higher than the mutated sequences 582mut, which indicates that the motif GUUG are associated with loading more miRNAs into exosomes.Fig. 7Experimental validation on the predicted motif "GUUG" in SW620 cell line. **a** Sequences of wild-type exosomal miRNA hsa-miR-582-5p and its mutated version, 582mut, that does not contain the motif (**b**) Intercellular and exosomal levels of hsa-miR-582-5p and 582mut using RT-qPCR based on three plasmid transfection concentrations

Motifs associated with longer RNAs {#Sec13}
----------------------------------

In addition to the short miRNAs, we utilized the following case studies to demonstrate the performance of MDS^2^ on longer input sequence.

### Test example 1: Motifs on exosomal mRNAs {#Sec14}

Based on an in-house data of 290 bovine-milk exosomal mRNAs, which includes mostly fragments with length range of 50\~ 171 bps, MDS^2^ detected 22 motifs of different lengths (3-7 bps, full list shown in Figure S5, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Figure [8a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the top predictions of 3-5 bps. For example, the most promising 4-mer motif, \[CA\]UG\[GUA\] (adjusted *p*-value in RNA background: 2.4E-05), has a 96% coverage (278 out of 290) among the input sequences and the best 5-mer motif, \[CA\]\[CAU\]\[UA\]G\[GA\] (adjusted *p*-value in RNA background: 9.1E-06), covers 283 out 290 sequences.Fig. 8Exosomal miRNAs and mRNAs share similar motifs in bovine milk's exosomes. **a** Motif prediction on exosomal miRNAs and mRNAs (K = 3, 4, 5); **b** Motif clustering among the predicted motifs from exosomal miRNAs and mRNAs datasets (K = 3, 4, 5)

Of particular interest is that, when compared the mRNA motifs with those predicted from 37 bovine-exosome miRNAs in the same analysis (listed in Figure S6, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), we found miRNA motifs are mostly 3-5 bp long while mRNA motifs can be up to 7 bps long. Similar to the assessment for the exosomal miRNA motifs in SW620 cell, we mixed the predicted motifs from Villarroya-Beltri et al. study with the predicted motifs in cow's milk exosomal RNAs. As shown in Fig.[8b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, at the size of 3, 4 and 5, respectively, the motifs of the exosomal RNAs in cow's milk were highly merged into the same clusters while the motifs from Villarroya-Beltri et al. study always form their own cluster. This indicates a high level of similarity among those motifs from cow's milk exosomal RNAs and also implies that short miRNAs and mRNA fragments may share the common sorting mechanism into exosome, regardless of the length or type of the RNA.

### Test example 2: Motifs on miRNA-mRNA binding sites {#Sec15}

Similarly, MDS^2^ can detect the regulatory motif of a miRNA on their mRNA targets. For illustration, we used 1064 binding sites of hsa-miR-92a-3p, a miRNA with the most targets in CLASH data \[[@CR8]\]. Based on the different base-pairing patterns, those binding sites were categorized into 5 different classes according to the folding class definition proposed in \[[@CR8]\].

It is well-studied that human miRNA-mRNA interaction does not require consecutive base-pairing at their binding sites (Separate biding regions shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). As described in the Method, a post-analysis was integrated in MDS^2^ to evaluate the pair-wise co-occurrence among motifs and to identify joint motifs. Here, we performed joint motif detection on each class.Fig. 9Detection of joint motifs among the targets of hsa-miR-92a-3p. 1064 interaction sites were categorized into five binding classes with different binding patterns (A grayscale heatmap presented in column 1 to show the location of the motifs on the sequences.)

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows that the identified motifs are highly consistent with interaction pattern in each class. For instance, the distance range between sub-motifs are 3--6 bps in class II and 3-10 bps in class III, respectively. On the contrary, classes I and V don't have significant joint motifs, as reflected in their patterns. Moreover, the high-level of mutual information of the predicted motifs in classes II-IV also suggested the significant association between two sub-motifs. In general, our observation is concordant with the binding patterns stated in \[[@CR8]\], e.g., class III involves base-pairing outside of seed region while the fairly-distributed pairing was dominating in class V.

### Test example 3: Motif of AGO-binding to mRNAs {#Sec16}

Erhard's AGO2-PAR-CLIP data was used, which includes 12-thousand AGO2-binding sites on human transcripts in two B cell lines: BCBL1 and DG75 \[[@CR52]\]. We chose 545 sequences of 23 \~ 114 bps long that were consistently and highly expressed across all six samples.

Using MDS^2^ 12 motifs of 2-5 bps were reported, with 27% to 100% coverage (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). As a well-studied RNA binding protein in human, AGO2 has five known RNA binding regions that are different in length (2-43 bps). The predictions show that there are significant motifs associated with each of those regions. In contrast, motifs predicted from MEME was 18 bps long and only cover \~ 30% of the input sequences while the top-ranked 6-mer predicted by DREME only covers \~ 18% of input sequences.Fig. 10Predicted motifs of AGO2 protein binding sites in human

The MDS^2^ webserver {#Sec17}
--------------------

The MDS^2^ web-server was developed based on the proposed methods and is currently available at <http://sbbi-panda.unl.edu/MDS2/>. A standalone package of MDS^2^ is also available for download at the website. In addition, we have compiled an online database that included all cell-specific predicted motifs for a variety of extracellular miRNAs (Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 11Illustration of MDS^2^ web-server. **a** A submission page for user sequence input and a database interface to access cell-specific motifs predicted on a variety of extracellular miRNAs; **b** an example result page that visualizes predicted motifs along with statistics

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing technologies have enabled the mechanistic study of RNA processing, sorting, and regulation through screening for RNA-protein and RNA-RNA interaction sites. In this study, we have clearly demonstrated that motif analysis on short exosomal miRNAs can be fundamentally important to understand the mechanisms of miRNA loading and intercellular transfer. However, revisit of motif finding analysis in these new research topics inevitably encountered new challenges. For example, existing motif finding approaches that need well-defined negative datasets to evaluate the statistical significance of overrepresented sequences often fail to detect significant short motifs, according to the literature \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\] and our own test. In the MEME method, the "significance" of a potential motif is decided by E-value, which is "an estimate of the number of (equally or more interesting) motifs one would expect to find by chance if the letters in the input sequences were shuffled" \[[@CR15]\]. However, the shuffled input sequence may not be able to represent an unbiased background, especially when the input sequences are few and short, like the exosomal miRNA cases in this study. Likewise, the background is extremely critical to DREME since it uses the exact fisher test to define a "significant" motif. This process can be very misleading without the high quality negative dataset.

On the other hand, although very little is known about the binding site between miRNAs and transporter proteins, many studies have attempted resolve the structure of AGO-miRNA to explore the miRNA-binding regions on AGO proteins \[[@CR63]--[@CR66]\]. AGO protein contains two functional domains that may interact with miRNA: N-PAZ domain that usually plays the 3′-nucleotide-binding on miRNAs (around 3 bp long) \[[@CR46]\] and MID-PIWI domain that interact with 11th or 15th nucleotide on miRNAs \[[@CR63]\]. The evidences showed that the functional AGO-binding region on miRNA could be very short, even shorter than the seed region (position 2--8 on 3′ side of miRNA). Moreover, a recent study reported that hnRNPA2/B1, the exosomal miRNA sorting protein, contains two short RNA recognition motifs (AGG and UAG) in the crystal structure of protein-RNA complex \[[@CR62]\]. These evidences may indicate that the functional motifs on miRNA sequences can be as short as 3-4 bp long.

Note that the design of large-scale sampling introduces extra computational time which might be the major bottleneck of this pipeline, although the 2-mer graph design searching for longer *k*-mer candidate is more time efficient compared to the enumeration of all *k*-mers (Fig. S[7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Using our webserver, a job of 184 sequence with average length of 65 bps needs two hours to complete and the significant evaluation of potential motifs takes about 64.5% of total running time. To overcome this computational drawback, we have implemented the optional parameters that allow user to apply more aggressive filtering standard to reduce the number of redundant *k*-mers and motif candidates and reduce the computing cost. While the MDS^2^ webserver is constrained for moderate-size tasks (less than 12,000 nucleotides per submission), the standalone package is available for user to use the tool locally. As demonstrated in this study, it is highly promising and encouraging to perform systematic motif analysis using MDS^2^ to understand the novel biology in extracellular RNA sorting and trafficking, as well as in other similar RNA and single-stranded DNA applications.

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

In this study, we proposed a new method, MDS^2^ specifically to tackle the newly-identified challenges in motif finding on short nucleotide sequences. MDS^2^ initializes the motif search from overrepresented di-mers among given sequences and then expends into longer motifs through significant path finding in graphs. More importantly, MDS^2^ has demonstrated competitive performance in finding motifs with exceptional high coverage and explicitness. The predictions were validated through literature search and internal experimental test. Instead of gauging the over-representation among input sequences from a possibly limited collection, it integrates a very large-scale random sampling to evaluate statistical significance of all motif candidates and avoid the construction of a questionable negative dataset. Moreover, it is notable that MDS^2^ is a parameter-free algorithm that requires only the input sequences. We expect the method developed in this study can provide the community a promising solution on motif discovery on short nucleotide sequences.

Additional file
===============

 {#Sec20}

Additional file 1:Supplementary Figures and Tables. (PDF 1044 kb)

AGO

:   Argonaute

ChIP-Seq

:   Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing

CLASH

:   The crosslinking, ligation, and sequencing of hybrids

EM

:   Expectation--Maximization

MRA

:   Motif Recognition Algorithm

NMI

:   Normalized Mutual Information

PAR-CLIP

:   Photoactivatable Ribonucleoside-Enhanced Crosslinking and Immunoprecipitation

PCC

:   Pearson Correlation Coefficient

PWM

:   Position Weight Matrix

RIP-Seq

:   RNA Immunoprecipitation Sequencing

TF

:   Transcription Factor
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